
Digital Revenue 3.0 [New] 

Please read Digital Revenue 1.0 in 1.0 folder first before reading this new version or you will not 

be able to comprehend this new version of Digital Revenue. 

What can you expect from version 3.0?  

The quick start method that involves being my affiliate for this eBook is no longer available. I 

see that it is overly abused by people using this method and did not want to use the main 

method of the package because they are simply too lazy to research and use the main method. 

But don’t worry; this is why version 3.0 is finally created!  

Version 3.0 is basically a more detailed manual of how to implement the main method of this 

package. I will show you step by step on how to be affiliates of some of the hottest affiliate 

programs internet marketing has to offer that will surely generate you amazing revenue. 

Let’s Start 

Basically in version 1.0, we went over all the basics of affiliate marketing for popular products 

and services like web hosting, VPS, VPN, PHP scripts and eBooks… 

The main problem where I find buyers struggle was researching and finding a good product and 

services that have an affiliate program. Immediately, people started to stray off the main path 

and started using the Quick Start Method which is basically being my affiliate. Furthermore, 

some of those that use the main method aren’t quite sure and did not do their research 

beforehand so ended up doing the wrong thing which is promoting products/services that no 

one wants. 

So to fix that main problem, version 3.0 is created to introduce you to some real examples of 

trending products and services that you can be affiliate of and also will show you what people 

with money are looking for and willing to buy. 

This part of the eBook has been deleted and moved so that the methods involved can only be seen by 

accessing to a secret forum built for buyers only to prevent the leaking of this eBook. 

http://profitwizard.info 

Please register for an account to access to the forum. Upon registration and having your account 

validated by me, you will be able to see all of the resources available and also get access to our support 

team. 

http://profitwizard.info/

